
PROFESSIONAL MEDIA READERS

The Qio CF4 four-slot CompactFlash (CF) memory card reader features a PCIe 2.0 
interface, and includes an integrated two-port 6Gb/s eSATA interface for 
connecting other media readers with eSATA interfaces. The CF4 dramatically 
increases your efficiency by transferring data from four CF cards (for RED® ONE, 
and DSLR cameras from Canon® and Nikon®) concurrently with an aggregate 
ingest speed up to 400 MB/s. Qio CF4 connects to your computer through a PCIe 
adapter card (for desktops), an ExpressCard/34 adapter (for notebooks), or a 
Thunderbolt interface (any Mac with a Thunderbolt port).

Offering the original Qio’s capabilities and performance (see above) in an easy-to-install 
package, Qio MR is the first and only compact mobile rack device to support all these 
major HD video memory card formats. The Qio MR mounts inside a PC’s 5.25" drive bay 
and connects through an included internal PCIe interface card, or you can mount the MR 
inside Sonnet’s Mobile Rack Device Installation Kit for Echo Express III-R and xMac Pro 
Server. The MR is also available with an optional Thunderbolt interface, enabling it to be 
connected to any Mac with a Thunderbolt port.

The original, multiple award-winning Qio supports SxS, CompactFlash, and P2 media 
with two slots for each, and SDHC/SDXC cards with an included adapter. Four 3Gb/s 
eSATA ports support other media readers with eSATA interfaces. The Qio can read 
multiple cards simultaneously with aggregate bandwidth up to 200 MB/s. Qio 
connects to your computer through a PCIe adapter card (for desktops), an 
ExpressCard/34 adapter (for notebooks), or a Thunderbolt™ interface (any Mac with 
a Thunderbolt port). With the purchase of an additional interface, Qio can be easily 
moved between desktop and portable computers.

The Qio E3 three-slot SxS memory card reader features a PCIe 2.0 interface, and 
includes an integrated two-port 6 Gb/s eSATA interface for connecting other media 
readers with eSATA interfaces. The E3 dramatically increases your efficiency by 
transferring data concurrently from three SxS cards (for Sony XDCAM EX professional 
HD camcorders and ARRI ALEXA digital cameras) with an aggregate ingest speed up 
to 400 MB/s. Qio E3 connects to your computer through a PCIe adapter card (for 
desktops), an ExpressCard/34 adapter (for notebooks), or a Thunderbolt interface 
(any Mac with a Thunderbolt port).

Universal media reader; supports SxS™, P2, and 
CompactFlash™ memory cards

Reads multiple cards simultaneously with aggregate 
bandwidth up to 200 MB/s

Reads XQD™ cards with adapter (sold separately)

Three-slot SxS media reader

Reads multiple cards simultaneously with aggregate 
bandwidth up to 400 MB/s

Supports all SxS media, including SxS PRO+

Reads XQD cards with adapter (sold separately)

Four-slot, high-speed CompactFlash media reader

Reads multiple cards simultaneously with 
aggregate bandwidth up to 400 MB/s

Supports all Type I CompactFlash cards

Universal media reader 
supports SxS, P2, and CompactFlash memory cards

Mobile rack form factor device installs into a PC’s 5.25" 
drive bay or Sonnet’s Mobile Rack Device Installation 
Kit for Echo™ Express III-R or xMac Pro Server

Reads multiple cards simultaneously with aggregate 
bandwidth up to 200 MB/s

Reads XQD cards with adapter (sold separately) 

Qio CF4 Qio E3

Qio MRQio

NOTEBOOK OR THUNDERBOLT WORKFLOW

DESKTOP WORKFLOW

High-Speed Media Cards Transport Center: Sonnet's Qio is a multi-tasking 
marvel, supporting all these major HD video memory card formats in one compact, 
high-performance device. If your workflow relies on either CF or SxS memory card 
formats, choose a Qio CF4 or Qio E3, respectively, to suit your needs.

Qio is cross-platform compatible, extending 
its usefulness on location and in the studio.
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For Mac® & PC Computers
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Offering the original Qio’s capabilities and performance (see above) in an easy-to-install 
package, Qio MR is the first and only compact mobile rack device to support all these
major HD video memory card formats. The Qio MR mounts inside a PC’s 5.25" drive bay 
and connects through an included internal PCIe interface card, or you can mount the MR 
inside Sonnet’s Mobile Rack Device Installation Kit for Echo Express III-R and xMac Pro 
Server. The MR is also available with an optional Thunderbolt interface, enabling it to be 
connected to any Mac with a Thunderbolt port.
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The Qio E3 three-slot SxS memory card reader features a PCIe 2.0 interface, and
includes an integrated two-port 6 Gb/s eSATA interface for connecting other media 
readers with eSATA interfaces. The E3 dramatically increases your efficiency by
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Three-slot SxS media reader

Reads multiple cards simultaneously with aggregate
bandwidth up to 400 MB/s

Supports all SxS media, including SxS PRO+

Reads XQD cards with adapter (sold separately)
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Universal media reader Universal media reader
supports SxS, P2, and CompactFlash memory cards

Mobile rack form factor device installs into a PC’s 5.25" 
drive bay or Sonnet’s Mobile Rack Device Installation 
Kit for Echo™ Express III-R or xMac Pro Server

Reads multiple cards simultaneously with aggregate 
bandwidth up to 200 MB/s

Reads XQD cards with adapter (sold separately)
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Visit Sonnet website for full details of Qio 
family and the latest product information
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